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C + /l, r-trill/. Also, in word-initial position, at least, clusters of nasal + homorganlc
breathy voice stop occur as the result of prefixatlon, (See Herrfurth, p.48f f .

)

555 $a VOWELS $A The analysis of the vowel system given by Home differs considerably from that
suggested by Uhlenbeck (1949). The latter (p.30ff) gives only six vowel phonemes, assigning
[epsilon, o-open) to /e, o/ respectively, and [iota, upsilonJ to /i > u/ (rather than /e, o/, as
done by Home). Further to-openJ is also given by U. as an (overlapping) allophone of /a/, Li's
allophonic rules are as follows. Each vowel except /schwa/ has a higher and a lower variant,
M, e, o-open, u, ol and tiota, epsilon, a, upsilon, o-open] respectively. Word-finally the
higher variants occur in open syllables, the lower in closed syllables. In the prefinal
syllable (1) /a/ is realized as to-open] if the final syllable is open and contains to-openl .

(A few types of intervening consonant clusters call for Ea3 Instead.) Under any other
conditions Ea] occurs. (2) /e, o/ are realized as tepsilon, o-open3 if the final syllable
contains /i , u/ in open syllable or /schwa/ or an identical mid vowel in closed syllable, and
also before limited types of consonant clusters. Otherwise te, o] occur. (3) /i/ is realized as
tiota] before certain consonant clusters, otherwise /i , u/ are realized as El, u] . Loanwords
and various expressive forms may violate these rules. EJHC]

555 01 $A Exact place of articulation not specified for the affricates.

555 02 $A /s/ is pronounced "like the 's* of 'see 1 but with the tongue pushed a little farther forward
in the mouth, giving the Esl a slightly lisped quality." (p.xxxil)

555 03 $A Exact quality of voicing not specified for the sonorants.

555 ol
* $A /r-trill/ is described as n, rolled' 'r, 1 produced by vibrating the tongue tip against the

alveolar ridge.... The more emphatically the person is speaking, the longer his 'r' sounds."
(p.xxxi i ) -

555 30 $A "/glottal stop/, like /h/, occurs most frequently at the end of words." (p.xxxi i )

555 31 $A /h/ "occurs most commonly at the end of words - seldom at the beginning or in the middle. In
its usual final position, it sounds like a breathy continuation of the vowel that precedes it."
(p.xxxi i

)

555 32 $A "In certain positions, t/schwa/] is pronounced very quickly or drops out altogether; this
happens in the combination 'se- 1 at the beginning of words, and also in the sequences
•C. schwa. 1' and 'C. schwa. r' at the beginning of words or In the middle of long words." (p.xxix)

555 33 $A Uhlenbeck (1963, p. 75) says that /1-breathy voice/ only occurs in one or two. exclamations.

555 60 $A The mid vowels are raised before a word-final consonant, (p.xxixf ) (But see note on vowel
system for alternate interpretation.)

555 61 $A /w/ "occasionally at the beginning of a word may sound like the Evl of Wat. 1 " (p.xxxil)


